DO-IT-YOURSELF
TAPE PEEL TEST
Use the tape peel test when planning to stain older, weathered wood
that has been coated with a solid color stain. This will determine if
your wood is ready to be stained or needs to be stripped first.
1.

Use a putty knife or other sharp blade and cut a small “X” in 2 or 3
random spots on the surface. Be careful not to cut into the wood.

2.

Cover the cuts with duct tape, and press down firmly on the tape.

3.

Then quickly remove the tape.

4.

If any flakes of old wood stain or wood fibers are stuck on the
tape, your wood needs to be stripped before you stain.

IMPORTANCE OF
CLEANING THE WOOD

To remove dirt and contaminants
that may have accumulated
on the wood, first clean it with
Olympic® Deck Cleaner – this
is true for both new and old
wood. Cleaning the wood before
staining allows for better stain
penetration and maximum
durability. After cleaning, allow
the wood to dry and then cut it
down to size.

These How-To instructions are provided for informational purposes only. The information
contained in Olympic How-To videos and instructions is intended to provide guidance
to do-it-yourself projects. Olympic assumes no responsibility for the accuracy of the
information herein and disclaims any liability for omissions, errors or the outcome of any
project. The viewer/reader must always use proper safety precautions and exercise caution
when taking on any project. If there is any question or doubt in regards to any element
of a project, please consult with a licensed professional. Please read and observe all the
warnings and precautionary information on the product labels. Material Safety Data Sheets
are available through our retailer, web site, or by calling 1-800-426-6306.
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